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The Syrian Crisis: Towards an Exit Strategy
Executive Summary
Developing into a civil war that subsequently called for intervention of regional and
international parties, the Syrian crisis has been one of the most important and dangerous Arab
crises since 2011. Given the implications of this crisis on Syria in particular and the Arab
region in general, The Arab Crises Team- ACT set to research in this report the background
of the crisis, as well as, its political, economic and security implications. It also discusses the
positions, interests and goals of related parties, in addition to developing futuristic scenarios
and an exit strategy.
The report focuses on the position of the involved parties and their interests, it reveals the
agreements and contradictions between these positions, and offers broad lines for an exit
strategy in a manner that achieves some interests of the influential parties concerned and
whose accord forms the first steps towards solving this crisis.
The Syrian crisis started as peaceful protests in March 2011, calling for essential reforms
in the political, security and economic structure of the regime, but the violence which these
protests met with opened the way for the desertion of numbers of the regular Syrian army,
and formation of armed groups, the largest of which was the Free Syrian Army, and paved
the way for foreign intervention on the international and regional levels. The emergence of
“terrorist” armed groups led to its overtaking the scene in record time. The first of these
groups was the al-Qaeda-related Jabhat al-Nusra which was formed in January 2012,
followed by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (Daesh) in April 2013 which expanded its
control in the country at the expense of Jabhat al-Nusra and the Free Syrian Army. By the end
of 2013 Daesh controlled a considerable percentage of the territories lost by the regime. This
led to the confusion of the Syrian scene between political opposition calling for political,
security and economic reforms, and military opposition calling for the change of the regime,
and third which was formed by terrorist groups. This gave the issue of terrorism a greater
dimension to the extent that it constituted the fore of the Syrian crisis at the expense of the
Syrian opposition demands of reform or change of political, security and economic situations.
After the Russian intervention in September 2015, the scene changed considerably allowing
the regular Syrian army to focus on the restoration of vital areas in central Damascus and in
the southern areas of the country. Therefore, the armed opposition and terrorist groups were
limited to the North West of Syria in Idlib, Aleppo and Hama.
On the political level, and since the beginning of the crisis, Arab and international parties
started initiatives to find political solutions, but Arab efforts did not succeed. The UN also
failed to come up with a suitable solution for the crisis that can be accepted by the various
parties. Its envoys did not reach tangible results, save for the Geneva Declaration (1). In the
wake of the Russian military intervention, Moscow developed the “Astana” mechanism, and
held meetings in “Sochi” to support this mechanism and succeeded in holding meetings that
included all related parties, in addition to Turkish and Iranian officials. This led to what was
known as “de-escalation” agreements in a number of Syrian regions.
The war in Syria claimed the lives of more than half a million people from all parties.
More than double this number were either injured or those that disappeared, in addition to
11.5 million refugees and displaced people. The country’s infrastructure was destroyed,
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leaving much economic, political and security repercussions on Syria, Arab countries and
other countries in the region and even the world because of the waves of Syrian refugees,
especially to European countries.
The Syrian regime lost control of large areas of the country to armed groups, as a result
of the developing crisis. Syrian government lost its Arab and regional role in the region,
especially in the files related to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Arab division on the official and
popular levels increased, with some supporting the Syrian regime and others supporting the
opposition. Economic repercussions were presented in the bleeding of Syria’s economic
resources and the accompanying decline in economic growth in the Middle East region in
general.
As to the position of other parties, the Syrian crisis received the attention of Arabs and
the majority of regional and international parties. The crisis witnessed external intervention
on all levels, caused by different motives from each party worrying about the future
implications of this on their security, economic or political interests, or the desire to have new
gains as a result of interfering in the crisis. The level of intervention varied between these
parties in the crisis and its various stages. Iran, Russian, Hezbollah and militias loyal to
Tehran were pro-Syrian regime. On the other hand, Turkey, the United States, Qatar and
Saudi Arabia supported the opposition.
In light of a detailed analysis of the concerned parties, it soon appeared that neither the
Syrian regime nor the opposition had a major role in solving the Syrian crisis either because
of the regime’s inability to exert permanent control in the regions abandoned by the
opposition, or because of the scattered opposition and their abandonment by former
supporters – except Turkey. This keeps the international factor and the logic of the balance of
power, the sharing of influence and interests between superpowers, especially the United
States and Russia, as well as the regional factor represented by Turkey and Iran and their
interests, the most important factors in reaching a solution to the Syrian crisis.
The report presents four scenarios that may affect the future of the Syrian crisis. These
scenarios vary between i) the military solution, ii) the comprehensive or partial political
solution, iii) continued current confrontation, or iv) shifting the temporary field situation
within existing balance of power into a permanent one through the federal division scenario
or through self- rule entities. The report sets a number of determinants by which some of
these scenarios can be weighed. The most important of these determinants is the interests and
priorities of international and regional parties involved in the crisis (Russia, the United States,
Iran and Turkey), and the orientations and interests of the local parties involved in the crisis
(the regime and opposition) and their influence on the crisis. Another determinant is the level
of depletion of local, regional and international parties involved in the crisis; the situation on
the ground and the balance of military power; the nature of unsolved contestations and the
ability of conflicting parties to reach understandings regarding them. There is also the human
factor, the level of its presence and attention by the international community and direct and
indirect conflicting parties.
In light of these determinants there appears to be a clear divergence in the position of
stakeholders towards the future of the Syrian crisis as a result of its conflicting interests or
priorities. The prospect of achieving a comprehensive political solution, dividing the country
or a military solution does not seem likely in 2019. The current political process which is
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based on achieving a solution in a partial, slow and gradual manner is likely to continue,
according to separate agreements for each area individually. This could be supported by
developing understandings on the new constitution, governance and later the elections
However, this track is not in any way an alternative for the comprehensive political solution
including the reconstruction of the political, security and economic system.
In the light of the complexity of the Syrian crisis, the report shows that the way to
reaching a solution and an exit strategy lies in the consensus of the international and regional
stakeholders in imposing a ceasefire and pushing for the political solution in order to pave the
way for national reconciliation and creating an internal dynamism that maintains agreements
between stakeholders in a manner that takes Syrian interests in consideration.
The Arab Crises Team- ACT offers a number of suggestions within an exit crisis
strategy. These include: 1) declare a comprehensive ceasefire in all Syrian territories which to
be supported by international and regional parties; avoid the deterioration that might led to
the escalation or breaking out of the confrontation in the country; start the national
reconciliations and be aware not to resort to the current regional and contemporary
understandings and not to deal with them as permanent ones. 2) Reconstruct the political
system in Syria in a way that leads to real political, security and economic reforms and
provides the opportunity for the establishment of a pluralistic democratic political system, a
free environment for the political parties, an alternation of power, and a state for all citizens
regardless of their belongings and their sub-identities. 3) Preserve Syrian territorial integrity
in future political agreements and the withdrawal of all foreign forces from Syria. 4) Provide
sufficient guarantees with international and regional auspices to reassure refugees about
going back to their territories, including the deployment of Arab/ international police forces
for a limited period of time in all parts of the country. The mission of these forces is to
protect the refugees, as well as the construction companies from any assault whether by the
regime forces, the opposition or the terrorist groups. However, in consultations that the ACT
team did with close parties to the regime and the opposition, both refused such a suggestion
but without providing any alternative to ensure a secure return of the refugees until reaching a
comprehensive political solution. 5) Accomplish transitional justice in its comprehensive
concept especially in the fields of social reconciliation, release of the prisoners, compensation
of victims, rehabilitation of handicaps etc. 6) Undertake the reconstruction process in areas
where military operations have stopped, because of the positive psychological effects it has
on Syrians, inside and outside Syria. And invite parties that are not involved in the conflict to
start reconstruction through international mechanisms including humanitarian and economic
assistance, in addition to attracting Syrian, Arab and foreign investments to achieve economic
and social security of the Syrian people, especially in the regions that will witness the return
of the refugees.
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